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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

Given the object hierarchy depicted in the graphic, what is the only change allowed when issuing a single
CHANGE...OBJECT statement? 

A. dept_sop_doc to my_sop_doc 

B. dept_sop_doc to company_doc 

C. my_sop_doc to company_doc 

D. company_doc to dept_sop_doc 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true for checking in multiple documents to a repository with Webtop? 

A. Multiple documents with the same object name cannot be checked in to a repository. 

B. Multiple documents with the same object name cannot be checked in to a repository if they are in the same folder. 

C. Multiple documents with the same object name cannot be checked in to a repository if they have the same content
format. 

D. Multiple documents with the same object name can be checked in to a repository. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3
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What is a workflow package? 

A. an activity that is performed by the author 

B. a list of states that enables automatic processing 

C. a group of events that is used to process activities 

D. an object attached to a workflow 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

How can a user ensure documents of object type "SOP" can never be checked out by the sop_reviewers group? 

A. Use an action rule preset in Webtop to remove the Check Out action. 

B. Create a type rule preset in Webtop filtering out the SOP type upon object creation. 

C. Set the hidden flag on the SOP folder to make all SOP\\'s invisible for Check Out actions. 

D. Apply an ACL with RELATE permission for sop_reviewers and put it on all objects of type SOP. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What do custom object types do to meet business requirements? 

A. extend basic types 

B. replace basic types 

C. supersede basic types 

D. cannot be implemented 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A user\\'s department needs to make a major change to a survey document that the user stored in the repository. Which
actions should the user take to replace the existing survey document with a new file? 

A. Check Out and Import 

B. Check Out and Save As 

C. Check Out and Check In 
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D. Check Out and Check In From File 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer is asked to develop a solution that includes a document workflow process where a large portion of the
process will be performed by a third-party organization. The organization also has a workflow application in place for this
solution. Which Documentum product that would take advantage of both workflow systems should be used? 

A. Site Delivery Services 

B. Messaging Services 

C. Process Integrator 

D. Content Distribution Services 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

When can the content of an object be searched? 

A. after the object is indexed 

B. after a rendition is created 

C. after keywords are applied 

D. after the object is checked in 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A CenterStage member wants to search for a document with the following text within the content. EMC Documentum
CenterStage version 1.2 Administration Guide Which CenterStage search expression will yield the most accurate
results? 

A. EMC Documentum CenterStage Administration Guide 

B. emc+Documentum+centerstage "administration guide" 

C. "emc documentum centerstage {*|administration guide}" 

D. "emc documentum centerstage" and "administration guide" 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

What is a benefit of permission set templates? 

A. Folders that use permission set templates can be locked. 

B. Permission set templates eliminate the need for custom permission sets. 

C. Permission set templates allow enhanced permissions to be applied to an object. 

D. Users and groups referenced in a permission set template can be dynamically assigned. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

What allows a package to be returned to a previous performer in a workflow? 

A. automatic activity 

B. reject flow 

C. forward flow 

D. manual activity 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A user needs to create a relationship between DocumentA and DocumentB where DocumentA will be the parent and
document B will be the child. 

How is this relationship created in Documentum Webtop? 

A. Drop DocumentA onto DocumentB and select the relationship type. 

B. Drop DocumentB onto DocumentA and select the relationship type. 

C. Right-click DocumentB, select Add Relationship in the shortcut menu, select DocumentA, and then select the
relationship type. 

D. Create a new relationship object, select DocumentA, select the make parent radio button, select DocumentB, and
then select the relationship type. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

By default, which permission set does the Content Server assign to newly created objects? 
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A. the set associated with the object\\'s type 

B. the set associated with the object\\'s creator 

C. the set associated with the object\\'s primary folder 

D. the set associated with the creator\\'s default folder 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which attributes are automatically set by the Content Server when a document is created? 

A. r_modify_date, log_entry 

B. log_entry, a_application_type 

C. r_modify_date, i_chronicle_id 

D. i_chronicle_id, a_application_type 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which DQL statement is correct for changing the title property of a document, named "Arch Diagram", to "Figure 1"? 

A. UPDATE dm_document SET title = \\'Figure 1\\' WHERE object_name = \\'Arch Diagram\\' 

B. ALTER dm_document OBJECT SET title = \\'Figure 1\\' WHERE object_name = \\'Arch Diagram\\' 

C. UPDATE dm_document OBJECT SET title = \\'Figure 1\\' WHERE object_name = \\'Arch Diagram\\' 

D. ALTER dm_document SET title = \\'Figure 1\\' WHERE object_name = \\'Arch Diagram\\' 

Correct Answer: C 
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